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Jewish Timekeeping

BY RABBI NICK RENNER
Summer! Break time! But just as
summer represents a break for many
of us, it’s also a time of transition.
Maybe you just finished 3rd grade, so
at the end of the summer you’ll start
4th grade. Maybe you just finished
high school and are preparing to
start college.
So while the West celebrates the
new year on January 1, the academic
year changes over the summer. In this way, the American year is
refracted through multiple transition points, multiple
“new year” moments.
Judaism also views the year as having multiple beginnings and
endings. Specifically, the Jewish year marks four different “new
year” celebrations. The first is the one you were expecting –
Rosh Hashanah. It’s the anniversary of creation. The second is Tu
B’shevat, which we celebrated back in February. Jewish tradition
calls it the New Year of the Trees, marking the end of the rainy
season in Israel.
A third “new year” is marked at the beginning of the Hebrew
month of Nisan. This year it was March 21 – Rabbi Amy
Bernstein’s 50th birthday! God designated it as the first month in
the Hebrew calendar, so even though we celebrate Rosh
Hashanah as the beginning of creation, Jewish timekeeping starts
here. Finally, the fourth is the Hebrew month of Elul, and in the
tithing system of the Temple it was sort of an equivalent to April
15 as our contemporary Tax Day.

In total, that gives us six different new years – four in the Hebrew
calendar and two in the Gregorian. So how can it make sense
to have six different new year dates? One idea is that creation
isn’t limited to one day of the year. It’s something we experience
through all seasons – it wasn’t just Rosh Hashanah, and it isn’t
just January 1 either. If we were to only focus on the first of a
year, we could miss how sacred time really is. We could miss out
on what is beautiful in each day of each month unfolding
before us.
The cycles of time and the passing of days and months are just
markers we put on different moments to acknowledge how
sacred they are to us. In reality, creation is both something that
happened in Genesis and, simultaneously, it’s something that we
get to experience each and every day.
In that spirit, I’ll add a seventh new year to our tally. As of August
1, I will have been your rabbi for one year. It’s a new year I’m
honored to share with all of you. To have joined this sacred
community, this kehillah kedushah, is a true blessing. As we
reflect on these various moments in the passage of time, I’m so
happy to be sharing the journey together. Here’s to a great year!

from the

president

BY MICHAEL LUREY

This is my last article for the KI Quarterly newsletter as President of the KI Board of Trustees. It has been an
exciting and challenging two years serving as your President. The time has gone by very quickly, but I won’t
be going anywhere right away. I have the privilege of remaining on the Board of Trustees and the Executive
Committee as an Advisor to the next President for two years. This Year, our Congregation elected Robert Resnick to serve as President
Elect, and he will succeed me as President effective July 1. I look forward to working with Robert. Alas, I will lose my reserved parking
space that day.
One of my most rewarding achievements and that of the Board over the past two years is the smooth transition from the leadership
of Rabbi Steven Carr Reuben to Rabbi Amy Bernstein. During this year, Rabbi Bernstein has guided the Congregation and the Board.
She is following our Congregation’s long-established values, and, at the same time, she is applying those values to the new situations
which face our Congregation. It has been a pleasure for me and the members of our Board to work closely with Rabbi Bernstein to
lead our Congregation.
As President, I enjoyed welcoming all of you to our High Holy Days services. My wife, Laurie Hasencamp, and I attended as many
services at Wadsworth and in the Sanctuary as we could during each of these High Holy Days seasons. I was glad to share with you
a bit of my background and my hopes for our Congregation. This year, while we attended services at both locations, we made sure to
experience the entire Yom Kippur morning service led by Rabbi Nick Renner, our new Assistant Rabbi, and Cantorial Soloist Julie Silver.
It has been wonderful to welcome Rabbi Renner to our family.
One of my goals was to rejuvenate our Israel Matters Committee. It is critical in these challenging times for our Congregation to be
informed of issues relating to the State of Israel and the Jewish People. My deepest thanks to Board Member Lorie Kraus, Vice President
for Member Engagement, who heads and leads the work of this very thoughtful Committee. The Israel Matters Committee presented
a wonderful series of events during April 19-24, Israel Matters Week at KI. The events included our KI (Almost) Monthly Tikkun Olam
Project and Get to Know Rabbi Nick BBQ, a panel of leaders of the national Jewish community on The Rise of Anti-Israel Activism and
Anti-Semitism in American Colleges and Beyond, KI Movie Night, which had a special showing of “Beneath the Helmet,” the story of
five high school graduates in Israel as they are drafted into the Israeli Army to defend their country, and a special program honoring
Israel’s Independence Day: a panel featuring our “Three Generations of KI Clergy” discussing their personal connections to Israel. I
hope you had the opportunity to attend and learn from many of these activities.
This year we held KasIno Night, a special evening for our Congregation, which raised more than $200,000 toward our annual budget
deficit. My thanks to all of the people who worked to make this special evening possible. A special kol hakavod to our dear Cantor
Chayim Frenkel, who led the fund-raising effort for sponsorships, making the evening financially successful beyond our hopes. This year,
through the efforts of our Executive Director Matt Davidson and me, KI established a pension plan for all of the employees of KI - The
Kehillat Israel 403(b) Plan. It took several years to identify the right administrator to manage our plan and financial advisor to assist our
employees in investing their funds. Already over 20 of our employees are taking advantage of the plan and making contributions.
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My wife Laurie and I have many fond memories of our years with KI. The photo of me used for these articles calls one such event to
mind. In November 2010, Laurie and I were honored as the Congregants of the year with a stunning 50’s Rock Around the Clock Party.
My hair hadn’t been greased back like that in decades.
So, thanks to all of you for your contributions to KI, the Community of Israel. All of us are committed to our Jewish identity, to our
Reconstructionist movement, and to the State of Israel and its People. It is a pleasure to serve as your President.

prayer

shabbat

TOUCHOFTORAH
BY RABBI EMERITUS STEVEN CARR REUBEN, PH.D.

June 13 | Shelah (Numbers 13:1-15:41)
This week we encounter the famous story of the twelve
scouts who are sent to bring back a report on the land
of Israel, and who report that they felt as if they were
as small as grasshoppers compared to the giants who
inhabited the land. Because they felt insignificant and
impotent, they became impotent and defeated. The Torah
seems to be teaching one of the most important lessons
of life – namely “as you think, so shall you become.” Take
the time this week to create a clear image in your mind of
the ideal you. How do you want others to see you? What
qualities and characteristics would you love to exhibit in
your personality and life? As you create and keep a clear
vision in your mind, you will become that person in
your life.
June 20 | Korah (Numbers 16:1-18:32)
Moses faces the most serious challenge to his leadership
in his career, as Korah (who was part of the leadership of
the Israelites), accused Moses of elevating himself as holier
than everyone else, after claiming that all of Israel was
“a kingdom of priests.” Jewish tradition saw Moses as one
of the humblest of all leaders. Think this week of ways you
might encourage those around you to feel better about
themselves and to discover their own inner spark of
the divine.
June 27 | Hukat (Numbers 19:1-22:1)
The death of Miriam, the sister of Moses, is described in
this week’s Torah portion with the simple words, “Miriam
died and was buried there.” Since the very next sentence
in the Torah announces that the people were suddenly
without water, the story arose among the Jewish people
that Miriam’s righteousness and powers of prophecy were
so great that a well of water sprung up near wherever
she was and followed her throughout the desert, thereby
providing the people with water. When she died the well
dried up. Think of several ways that the women in your life
are like living waters that provide physical and spiritual
sustenance to you this week.

July 4 | Balak (Numbers 22:2-25:9)
From this week’s Torah portion comes the prayer that
traditional Jews recite every time they enter a synagogue
sanctuary. “Ma tovu ohaleha yaakov, mishkenoteha
yisrael” – “How beautiful are your tents, oh Jacob, your
dwelling places O Israel.” The Midrash taught that the
non-Jewish prophet Bilaam spoke these words because he
saw the children of Israel engaged in mitzvot that reflected
their striving for holiness. Find ways this week to bring
holiness into your own dwelling places.
June 11 | Pinhas (Numbers 25:10-30:1)
In this week’s portion God tells Moses how to divide
up the land of Israel equitably among the various tribes
and tribal families. The daughters of Zelophehad protest
that since their father had no sons, his inheritance
would disappear. After consulting God to give authority
and credibility to his decision, Moses declares that the
daughters, too, could inherit when there were no sons.
Think of ways that you might act to bring greater equality
between men and women and among groups in our
society who feel disenfranchised and unrecognized, such
as the poor, minorities and immigrants.
July 18 | Matot - Masey (Numbers 30:2-36:13)
This week we learn of the seriousness with which our
Biblical ancestors took vows and promises. In their days,
words were considered as “real,” as physical objects,
contracts and the exchange of things of value. Think about
how you treat your own words and the words of others
this week. How might you act so that others know that
your words have integrity and what you say truly matters?
July 25 | Devarim (Deuteronomy 1:1-3:22)
We begin the last book of the Torah this week with
the statement that “These are the words which Moses
spoke to all Israel,” and rabbinic commentators say that
he expounded the Torah in “the seventy languages of
humanity.” Since Judaism sees the ethics and values of
the Torah as universal, how might you speak or act or
live this week so that your non-Jewish family or friends
or colleagues recognize in who you are a reflection of the
values of Torah?

August 1 | Va’ethanan (Deuteronomy 3:23-7:11)
This week the Torah presents for the second time the Ten
Commandments and the Shema and Veahavta prayers.
Take the time to identify your personal top ten values
in life and how you might live so that those values are
clearly passed on to the next generation as the Veahavta
prayer commands.
August 8 | Ekev (Deuteronomy 7:12-11:25)
We read this week the famous Biblical phrase, “Human
beings do not live by bread alone.” The meaning of our
lives is discovered not by what we put into our mouths,
but by what comes out of them. Think this week of three
things you can do to remind yourself of what gives you the
most meaning, purpose and fulfillment in life.
August 15 | Re’eh (Deuteronomy 11:26-16:17)
The Torah reminds us this week that one of the most
important qualities of being human is the ability to choose
how we act. The quality of our lives is directly a result of
the quality of our choices. “See I set before you life and
death, blessing and curse, therefore choose life.” Think
of choices you can make this week that will affirm your
values, bring blessings into your life and the world, and
affirm your personal self-worth.
August 22 | Shoftim (Deuteronomy 16:18-21:9)
In this week’s portion we find the stirring challenge,
“Justice, justice shall you pursue.” The Talmud teaches that
the Temple was destroyed in Jerusalem because of “justice
delayed and justice denied.” Think of a cause or group or
issue where justice has been denied or delayed and do at
least one thing this week (write a letter, make a call, sign a
petition, give a donation, etc.) to bring justice closer.
August 29 | Ki Tetzey (Deuteronomy 21:10-25:19)
We read in this week’s portion that in the Torah even going
to war demands that we act ethically. We are to treat all
people with dignity and respect for their humanity, protect
the environment and trees that bear fruit and go out of our
way to help animals, even if they belong to our enemies.
How might you contribute to a more ethical attitude about
the strangers in our midst this week?
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June 6 | Beha’aloteha (Numbers 8:1-12:16)
When the children of Israel experience the hardship of the
desert in this week’s portion, they immediately begin to cry
out with longing for their former lives in Egypt. Instead of
excitement over the chance to create a new life with new
freedom and unlimited opportunity, they keep their eyes
firmly focused on a reinvented past. They actually claimed
to miss the time of their enslavement to Pharoah, over the
struggles of freedom. Make a commitment this week to
keep your life focus pointed forward, toward the meaning
and success that you can create as you face each new day.

Farewell to
Alice Greenwald

Our B’nai Mitzvah
June-August

“Then, one day, something
amazing happened. My idea
changed right before my very
eyes. It spread wings, took
flight, and burst into the sky.”
(What Do You Do with an Idea,
by Kobi Yamada)

Nicholas Goodman, son
of Desiree and Victor
Goodman, will be called to
the Torah as a Bar Mitzvah
on June 6, 2015 at 4:30 PM

Giving students space to bring
their ideas and dreams to
life has been Alice’s greatest achievement and it is the
reason this book was selected
as the gift to Alice from our
students. In her seven years at
KI, Alice has worked hard to
teach students that their ideas
are valid and valued. Not only
that, she shows genuine interest in their ideas and suggestions, asking them questions which prove
that she is an interested and attentive listener. Lastly, she has shepherded in new programming for teens to give them space to question
and explore philosophies and experiences that they otherwise might not
have been exposed to, through programs such as the Teen Social Action
Trip, Avodah and KI Tzedakah Teens.
Honoring Alice’s work by making a donation to the Alice Greenwald
No’ar Hadash Fund enables more of our students to participate in the
hands on, experiential, memory-making programming that Alice has
brought to KI in her time here. We are grateful to her, and to all of our
donors, for doing so much to to strengthen the Jewish identity of the
youngest members of our community.
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Lauren Evans-Katz,
daughter of Bernard Katz
and Geoffrey Evans, will be
called to the Torah as a Bat
Mitzvah on June 13, 2015
at 4:30 PM

Sophie Landau, daughter
of Tracy Landau and David
Landau, will be called to
the Torah as a Bat Mitzvah
on June 20, 2015 at
4:30 PM

Photo not
available

Sophia Schwartz,
daughter of Carole and
Jeffrey z’l Schwartz, will be
called to the Torah as a Bat
Mitzvah on June 27, 2015
at 10:00 AM

Aidan Dorn-Wallenstein,
son of Eileen Dorn and
Michael Wallenstein, will be
called to the Torah as a Bar
Mitzvah on June 27, 2015
at 4:30 PM

Molly’s Mutts Meows
Animal Rescue and Adoption

Souls in Flight

BY RABBI AMY BERNSTEIN

In my senior year of rabbinical school we were asked to write a
personal statement to be published in the graduation program
book. I wrote about birds flying in formation – that the birds
pumping their wings in front create currents of air that allow the
birds behind them to rest as they are held aloft by those currents.
When the lead birds tire, they move to the back of the flock to
relax and the rested birds move forward to take their place. I
wrote that I believe Jewish community is the formation in which
our souls fly. People take on leadership, making the way easier
for the rest of us and, when they tire, they fall back and allow
others to do the work of creating steady currents.
Here at KI, our staff and lay leadership create the currents that
keep our congregation aloft. I am so lucky to be at the center of
such a dynamic and dedicated team and to be working for this warm and generous congregation.
Migrating flocks that we see overhead are pulled and guided by a mysterious and wonderful force that always leads them to where
they’re supposed to be. Thousands and thousands of other birds before them have made the same seasonal journeys and were guided
by the same unseen force. The details and conditions of each flock’s flight, however, are unique to them.
We are blessed to be part of a tradition that encourages us to both follow that Force which guides us, and which guided so many
generations before us, and to respond to the needs and challenges of this journey – of our sacred, spectacular now.
Thank you, all, for making this such a fabulous first year as Senior Rabbi. May we be strengthened in building the Jewish future for
those who fly after us.

Don’t miss this great family celebration as we gather
for special Shabbat services surrounded by surf and
sand as the sun sets. See website for details.
Friday, June 26
Friday, July 24
5:00 PM Friends and family begin gathering
6:15 PM Shabbat Service
Services will be held at Will Rogers State Beach.
Park in the lot at the intersection of Temescal and
PCH and look for the KI banner at lifeguard station #5.
5
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Summer 2015

4th Annual Shabbat at the Beach BBQ
Friday, August 21
4:00 PM Festivities begin
6:15 PM Shabbat Service
Kosher food available for pre-order online only. Complete meals
include main course, side salad, chips, drink and dessert.

from the
executive director

BY MATT DAVIDSON

Farewell Julia Hubner
I have had the pleasure of knowing Julia Hubner for the last ten years, when she began her collegiate career at the University of
Southern California. Julia was a born Jewish student leader, and as an esteemed Jewish Leadership Scholarship recipient at USC one of
her tasks was to liaison with the Admissions Office to welcome new Jewish recruits. I was the Interim Director of USC Hillel at the time
and quickly recognized Julia’s natural gifts: her leadership skills, warmth and friendliness, and her ability to quickly size up a situation
and engage others appropriately.
Julia was exactly the type of student we were looking for at Hillel and we were able to empower her and connect her to a number
of initiatives from the get go. Immediately after graduation from USC, I hired Julia to come work for me in a new capacity, as an
Admissions Counselor for American Jewish University (formerly known as the University of Judaism) where, upon returning from a year
in Israel while my wife began her rabbinic studies, I had become the Director of Undergraduate Admissions for the College at AJU.
She came in and immediately made an impact, reshaping the campus visit program, creating fresh new marketing materials, planning
engaging events for prospective students and developing new partnerships with feeder schools and organizations.
I left AJU in December of 2008 and Julia continued her work there through 2012. The leadership recognized her innate abilities and
skill-set and promoted her to Assistant Dean of Student Life on Campus. In May of 2012, much to the disappointment of the student
body at AJU that absolutely adored working with her, I once again hired Julia to come work for me in a new capacity, as KI’s new
Program Associate. I knew that I could count on Julia and that she would be the perfect fit for our community here in Pacific Palisades,
CA. She applied all her knowledge and skills sets to her new position and helped start or grow wonderful KI programs such as our
Annual Women’s Retreat, KI Movie Nights, JNET, Shabbat at the Beach, the KI Family Retreat, Civil Discourse Week, Club 20/30, Salons
for Rabbi Amy, KI video promos for holidays, and so much more…
Julia will be starting a dual master’s degree program at Hebrew
Union College/USC this June. We are all incredibly sad to see Julia
leave our congregation to further her education, but we fully support
her decision. The impact she has made on KI is indelible and long
lasting. I have no doubt that Julia will be a lifelong career Jewish
professional. She is completely dedicated to playing a role in shaping
the future of Jewish life in America. Julia is a dynamic future leader
of the Jewish people. I can’t wait to see where her schooling will
take her and I know she will make a major impact in whatever
organizations and institutions are lucky enough to hire her. Feel free
to send any farewell wishes to jhubner@ourKI.org.
We wish Julia all the best as her journey continues.
B’hatzl’cha!
KI Quartery
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-Matt

"Life becomes infinitely more meaningful
and worthwhile when lived in community."
- Rabbi Mordecai Kaplan
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Featuring our very own talented
KI Congregants and Clergy
Two Performances Only
Sunday, May 31 & Monday, June 1, 7:30 PM
Tickets
$25 with advanced purchase
$30 when purchased at the door
All tickets and ads are tax deductible in excess of the fair market value to
the fullest extent permitted by law.
Tickets and ads can be purchased online at www.ourKI.org
or call 424.214.7459.

Dearest KI Community,
If it were not for the joyful music I experienced as a child at Camp Hess Kramer, I
would not be here today. A group I was in wrote an original song which we taught
to the camp on Shabbat. When the whole dining hall sang our song, I was hooked!
I have never stopped singing, playing guitar, and writing songs.
After all these years, there is still nothing quite as joyful and bonding as a community lifting their voices together and sharing the feelings only a great song can
bring. Think about how rare an experience that is in most of our lives.
So you can imagine my delight when Cantor Frenkel invited me to join the KI team,
and the honor I feel sharing the best songs I’ve found with all of you.
To have the gorgeous, harmonious voices of Rabbi Amy and Cantor Frenkel, and
the astounding musicality of Rabbi Nick Renner all part of the same team bodes
well for KI’s strong musical future. Remember, every voice is a gift to all the others
in the community, when you sing, you inspire others to sing too.

- Daniel Leanse, Cantorial Soloist

C A N T OR 'S C ORN ER
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Thank you for giving me such a musical place in your fantastic Kehillat Israel.

tashlih/slihot

2014-15

year in review
what a year it has been!

sukkot

During KI’s celebration of Sukkot, we held numerous events
in the sukkah including a new member social, JWW
evening of social justice, and an NFL night of beer
and wings in the sukkah.

mega mitzvah day
hanukahw

boutique for good
tikkun olam
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In our second year of KI (Almost) Monthly Tikkun Olam
projects, KI families came together to break bread and
work on social action activities as a community. Over 200
people participated in Mega Mitzvah Day, compiling over
1200 sack lunches, making blankets and activity kits for
children, designing cards for soldiers and seniors, and so
much more! KI congregants continued to work with
Turning Point Shelter, delivered groceries through One-onOne Outreach, and worked with our Imagine LA adopted
family. Over 30 vendors joined us for the 3rd annual Boutique for Good, where all proceeds benefited nonprofits
across Los Angeles. Other KI initiatives included partnering
with Jewish World Watch, American Jewish World Service
and many other worthy projects throughout the year.

high holy day food drive

This year, KI raised over 133,000 pounds of food for the
Westside Food Bank, far exceeded our original goal of
85,000 pounds. This translated into almost 104,000 meals
offered to our food insecure on the Westside.

annual women's
passover celebration

purim

Over 500 congregants came together to celebrate Purim at
KI. This year’s carnival included a tot section in the school
and an older-kids section on the Foyer. The festivities raised
over $3,000 for the KI Teen Scholarship Fund. w

kiss

Highlights from this year include the 4th Annual Women’s
Retreat at the beautiful Omni Rancho Las Palmas and a
fantastic Health event featuring Dr. Chrisandra Shufelt of
the Barbara Streisand Cedars-Sinai Heart Institute. KISS
held a fun and festive kick-off event watching
“To Catch a Thief,” a Hanukah celebration and potluck,
and several cultural outings and social Girls Nights Out.
They also sponsored an Israeli dance troupe who came
to Los Angeles and performed at KI.w

ki sages

KI’s social worker, Jessica Simon, put together a fantastic
program for the Sages this year, including bridge, a writing
workshop, Shabbat dinners, a Hanukah party, and more.
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boychicks

kasino night

The C-squad is currently enjoying a winning season
and at press time is in contention for the final playoff spot
in their division. Check the website for details regarding
game dates, times and locations.

KasIno Night was a blast for over 300 attendees
and featured dancing, gambling, delectable tastes
and beverages, a private poker tournament, silent auction
and special live auction prizes MC-ed by
Cantor Frenkel. All of the festivities helped raise
over $200,000 for KI’s annual fund.

shabbat at the beach

Hundreds of congregants gathered for a delicious BBQ
dinner and beautiful Shabbat services led by
Rabbis Bernstein and Renner while the California
sun sets in the background.

blessing of the animals

Our Blessing of the Animals was a ball for all our furry
friends who came with their owners for a special blessing
in front of KI’s Pet Memorial Wall, located just outside the
West doors of the ECC/JEC lobby. This is the second year
since the Wall’s dedication.
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get to know rabbi renner bbq

enrichment

Highlights from this year’s enrichment program include:
Sandwich Generation workshops; the annual KI Movie
Nights series; Jewish Mysticism study series with Rabbi
Bernstein and Tales of the Talmud series with Rabbi
Renner; Engaging Reconstructionism’s week of events,
including our Scholar in Residence Weekend with Rabbi
Jacob Staub; Israel Matters Week, including a panel on the
rise of anti-Israel activism in American Colleges and an
evening celebrating Israel’s Independence Day with Israeli
food, dance and song; A fantastic congregational
performance of the hit musical, “Grease”; and much more.

jnet

israel matters week

The JNET chapter of Pacific Palisades has been active for
almost three years now, and has had new shifts in
leadership, with Kathleen Goldner stepping up as President
following Anthony Marguleas, who helped found the
chapter. Check out a JNET meeting at 6:30 PM,
on the third Wednesday of every month.

ki movie night

kehillah builders

The KI community honored longstanding congregants
Bobbie Farberow, Fran Leb, and Arnie Wishnick during the
Kehillah Builders Luncheon on January 18.
Photos by Frank Damon

kincaring
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early childhood center

YEAR IN REVIEW

Focus and attention to detail

Geometry and teamwork

Completely engaged in honing our fine motor skills

Collaborate and create

Science experiments
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Our social skills lead to fun and friendship

Learning negotiation through play

Rabbi Reuben’s Summer Reading List
The December Project, by Sara Davidson
(former member of KI)
A heartwarming, beautifully spiritual
conversation with one of the most remarkable
spiritual leaders of our generation, and the
founder of the Renewal Movement in Judaism
– Rabbi Zalman Schachter-Shalomi. It is a
profoundly moving insight into a deep thinker
contemplating the end of his life and the power
of renewal.

Lean In: Women, Work and the Will to
Lead by Sheryl Sandberg
A ground breaking challenge to corporate
America by the Chief Operating Officer of
Facebook examining why women’s progress in
achieving leadership roles has yet to reach its
full potential given that 30 years after women
became 50% of college graduates in the US
men still hold the vast majority of leadership
positions in government and industry.

People Tools, by Alan C. Fox
A captivating and practical guide to creating
joy in life, deepening relationships with family,
friends and colleagues with down-to-earth
advice on wise living. Each anecdote will grab
you and lead you to another “ah ha!”

My Spiritual Journey, by the Dalai Lama
A remarkable self-portrait by perhaps the world’s
most outspoken and influential spiritual leader.
An intimate look at this larger-than-life leader
of Tibetan Buddhism with deeply insightful
meditations on life and the world in which
we live.

Mickey and the Plow Horse,
by Edward Dreyfus (long-time KI
member) A book for young (as in teenage)
and old that reminds us within each child lies
a thoroughbred needing to be nurtured, loved
and encouraged to follow their dreams. Drawing
upon his 50 years as a psychologist, Dr. Dreyfus
weaves a wonderful story of friendship and the
power of faith in oneself and another.
Hard Choices, by Hillary Clinton
A fascinating behind-the-scenes look into the
world of international diplomacy as our former
Secretary of State shares one compelling story
after another of the personalities, negotiations
and life and death challenges faced over the
years of her remarkable service on behalf
of America.

A Discovery of Witches, Shadow of Night,
and The Book of Life,
by Deborah Harkness
A can’t-put-the-book-down trilogy of
breathtaking stories about an other worldly
forbidden romance across the centuries between
a vampire and a witch. Really. And yes, I LOVED
these books and can’t imagine why they haven’t
been turned into movies yet.

6:45 PM Seating I 7:00 PM Screening
Popcorn and dessert will be served
Q&A session follows each screening
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June 25 Documentary Shorts Night:
The Lady in Number 6
The Sturgeon Queens
Q&A with former deli owner Bobbi Farberow.

India’s Mosaic of Poverty and
Emerging Collective Power
Delhi’s vibrant streets were dotted with colorful and often
aromatic vendor stands, men getting their morning shave,
skinny rickshaw “drivers” waiting for customers to pull,
and numerous people transporting raw materials. Foul air
pollution, overcrowding and heart stopping traffic were
also rampant.
Facts: 58% of women in India get married before the legal
age of 18. They are more likely to drop out of school, face
limited employment prospects, live in poverty and experience
domestic violence. I heard many accounts of discrimination,
government corruption and cultural acceptance of violence. My comfortable-in-LA
bubble finally popped when I saw children too young to walk holding out their hands for
food or money. I wondered how begging affected their sense of self and especially their
sense of personal power.
Fortunately I, along with 17 other American Jewish World Service (AJWS) LA Global
Justice Fellows also witnessed resiliency and the emerging collective power of local
human rights groups funded by AJWS. We learned about the It’s My Body program,
which combines sports with reproductive health and rights education for young girls,
listened to the moving aspirations of teens at a girls’ school for Backward Classes
(people otherwise outcast by many), and were humbled by the fiery criticisms of a slumdwelling domestic worker seeking proper access to healthcare and worker rights. In spite
of the blatant disrespect offered to so many of these people in their native country, many
of them showed palbable inner kavod (dignity).
AJWS’ funding strategy supports local talented people in working to solve their own
problems as they learn how to assert their rights, join together to pool their power, and
demand change.
In May, I will join AJWS activists nationwide in DC to lobby members of Congress to
support IVAWA, the International Violence Against Women Act. It’s a journey to find
my voice and answer the call, but the path is infinitely easier when I join the efforts of
others, including those of our courageous partners in India. If you’d like to get more
involved, visit www.ajws.org/webelieve.
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BY DEVORAH SERVI
MEMBER ENGAGEMENT ASSOCIATE

THANK YOU TO OUR 2014-15 / 5775

KIMITZVAHCIRCLE MEMBERS
KI IS HONORED TO ACKNOWLEDGE OUR MITZVAH CIRCLE MEMBERS
WHO HELP ENSURE THE SUSTAINABILITY OF OUR COMMUNITY.

As of May 8, 2015

A COMMUNITY IS TOO HEAVY FOR ANYONE TO CARRY ALONE.

--MIDRASH
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KETERBENEFACTOR Dvora and Andrew Davey • Diana and Robert Friedman • Jo Ann and Charlie Kaplan
Joyce and Jeffrey Sudikoff • Blossom Trustman TIFERETSUSTAINER Laurie Hasencamp and Michael Lurey
Jodi and Steve Schwartz • Patti and Richard Sinaiko NESHAMASUPPORTER Rachel and Bruce Jeffer
Susan Lebow • Ann and Steve Levit • Therese and Jeff Lotman • Angela and Mark Milstein • Audra and Jeff
Nathanson • Jess Ravich • Linda and Tony Rubin • Jackie and Adam Sandler • Karen and Eric Schiffer • Rosalind
and Mark Schurgin • Deena and Martin Singer TZEDEKCONTRIBUTOR Anonymous • Sandra and Rodney
Chase • Anna Sanders Eigler • Susanna Felleman and Erik Feig • Laurie and Jon Feltheimer • Lauren and Austin
Fite • Beth and Kenneth Karmin • Susan Purcell and Yair Landau • Jill Leanse • Serena and Shawn Levy • Marla
and Brett Messing • Rosanna Arquette and Todd Morgan • Ann and Jerry Moss • Wendi and Robert Resnick
Tracey and Jake Steinfeld • Lauren and Bobby Turner • Gina Deutsch-Zakarin and Mark Zakarin • Rosanne
Ziering HESEDBUILDER Michael Levin and Andy Abowitz • Pamela and Alan Bergman Jacqueline • Kosecoff
and Robert Brook • Sherry and Gary Burdorf • Ami and Joe Cohen • Lynne and Jimmy DeWitt • Robin and
Robert Eatman • Shannon and Dean Factor • Patricia Collins and Gordon Greenberg • Courtney and Jason
Harrow • Lisa and David Hernand • Nicole and Ross Levinsohn • Brandi Miller • Heather and Steven Mnuchin
Synthia and Gary Praglin • Gail Geyer and Bernard Resser • Lisa and Richard Rogg • Meli and Stephen Rose
Aimee and Mark Rosenbaum YESODFRIEND Doug Baron • Monique and Richard Barry • Nancy and Russell
Belinsky • Bobbie and Jim Beller • John Benun • Robin and Ed Berman • Michel and Jeffrey Best • Nancy and
Sandy Bresler • Rita and Joe Cohen • Janice and Billy Crystal • Mary and Chuck Dembo • Marci and Jeff
Dinkin • Vicki and Andrei Doran • Barbara and Edward Dreyfus • Alison and Geoffrey Edelstein Jill and Robert
Eisfelder • Leslie and William Elkus • Susy and Darren Enenstein • Dana and Rick Entin • Joan Lurie Farb and
Scott Farb • Janet Leahy and Richard Farber • Lora Fremont • Rhonda and Barry Friedman • Pat Train Gage and
Sanford Gage • Gordon Gerson • Marianne and Irwin Gold • Wendy Felson and David Goodman • Sheri and
Michael Green • Adi and Jerry Greenberg • JoAnn and Richard Greenberg • Karyn Grossman • Priscilla and Jamie
Halper • Harriet Zaretsky and Steve Henry • Lynne and Phillip Himelstein • Chona and Doug Hirsch • Andrea and
Scott Holtzman • Janet Wald and Marvin Jubas • Joan and Arnold Kalan • Dana and Adam Kaller • Melanie and
Josh Kaplan • Wendy Bishop and David Kendall • Carol and Bert Kleinman • Ilana and Klaus Koch • Staci and
Scott Koondel • Claudia and Nathan Korman • Debbi and John Landsberger • Melissa and Brian Latt • Sheryl
and Jonathan Layne • Wendy and Gary Leshgold • Laura Ornest and Rick Leslie • Jan Levine • Patricia Lewin
Shelley and Phil London • Patricia and Gilbert Martin • Pamela and Ron Mass • EJ and Gregory Milken • Andie
and Mark Miller • Rachael Jeck and Hank Millner • Jennifer and David Miner • Marcy and Steve Morris
Jenny and Robert Morton • Sheila and Richard Nasch • Mitch Ohlbaum • Zuzka and Philip Polishook • Susan
and Gary Polson • Missy and Glen Polson • Gail and Gary Rachelefsky • Joan Herman and Richard Rasiej • Jill
and Jeffrey Reichwald • Linda and Michael Rosen • Sari and Matthew Ross • Gretchen and Daniel Rush • Loni
and Jeff Rush • Susan Saltz • Barbara Kreitzer and Alan Sanders • Marlene and Roger Schaffner • Lisa and Ian
Schapiro • Linda and Robert Schibel • Lauren and Anton Schiff • Elizabeth Abbe and Lewis Schneider
Stephanie and Jordan Schur • Carole Schwartz • Stephanie Kerley Schwartz and Michael Schwartz • Natalie
Blake and Steven Schwartz • Beth Abrams and Stuart Senator • Myra and Harold Shapiro • Dorinda and
Andrew Starrels • Amelia and Adam Stewart • Ashly Stohl • Lainie Shapiro Sugarman and Barry Sugarman
Moira and Stuart Tenzer • Robin and Mark Terman • Miranda and Brett Tollman • Janet Schulman and Philip
Trask • Britten and Todd Wadler • Julie and Eric Wasserman • Linda and Robert Waxman • Amy and Brian
Weitman • Lorna Auerbach and Lawrence Wheat • Lori and Tim Wilson • Godeleine and Ira Ziering • Ellie
Kanner-Zuckerman and David Zuckerman

community
Jessica Simon
Since 2009, when Kehillat Israel become the first congregation in Los Angeles to have its own social
worker on staff, Jessica Simon has become an integral member of the KI community. Before joining KI,
Jessica interned at Jewish Family Service in their Senior Outreach Services (S.O.S.) program while working
on a dual Masters in Social Work and Gerontology at USC. KI’s Clergy approached Jessica and asked her
to complete her internship hours at the synagogue. While, at the time, there were a few pilot programs
on the east coast, a synagogue employing its own social worker was nearly unheard of. Only recently
have other synagogues caught on, and the Jewish Federation now supports a Caring Community
program that places social workers in a handful of synagogues around LA. Obviously, the Clergy were on
to something.
Before Jessica’s services were available, families in need in our community were going directly to Clergy
for resources and information. Jessica’s wealth of knowledge has made her an invaluable support
to our congregation. The Palisades community comes with its own specific needs, spanning from social services, to employment,
housing, crisis intervention services and counseling, in addition to the need to support and improve the quality of life for the seniors
in our community. Some of Jessica’s work can be seen through the KI Sages senior-driven programming and by her involvement with
KINCaring, KI’s volunteer group that helps those in our community in need.
When Jessica decided to leave the corporate world and change career paths, she knew it was because she wanted to support the
community’s growing need to serve the aging. She notes, “My drive to help our congregants improve their quality of life dramatically
shifted my perception… There is nothing more valuable than to have a purpose and help others find meaning at every stage of our
lives.” She truly enjoys visiting KI members in their homes and being able to support families when they are going through challenging
transitions, illness, crisis and loneliness. Jessica says one of the most rewarding facets of her position is witnessing “congregants make
positive changes in their lives by seeking support from their KI family.”
KI is proud to offer Jessica’s expertise to the community, and her services are available to all KI congregants at little to no cost. KI has
worked to keep referrals and initial appointments offered at no charge, while other services are low-cost, to assist all congregants
in need without adding any additional challenge to their situation. Jessica and KI share the same dream, to fully support the needs
of our aging population. In our community’s future, she envisions “a thriving Jewish community center for seniors and dedicated
transportation to get around the community.”
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KI

is making connections

There’s a new way to make connections at KI. You can find it on the ourKI.org
homepage. KI Connects is the go-to place to become engaged with your KI Community
outside the synagogue. For more information contact: Lois Yaffee, lyaffee961@hotmail.com or
Gaby Kirshner, gaby@kirshners.com.

NEXT DOR
Next Dor welcomes adults age
45 and up whose kids have flown
the nest (and perhaps returned),
are soon to fly away, and those
who are not parents. KI's exciting
new empty-nesters group joins
together for social, spiritual, and
educational programming, including Shabbat dinners, date nights
and speaker series. Let's enjoy
the Next Dor (generation) of our
lives together, as a community.
Next Dor Upcoming Events:
Sunday, May 31
KI Presents: "Grease!," 3:00 PM at KI
Enjoy a special Preview performance of
Grease: The Musical in the sanctuary
and supportthe KI players, including
members ofNext Dor. We'll enjoy dinner together off site after the performance. Location for Dinner: TBD.
Friday, June 26
Shabbat at the Beach
Shabbat at the Beach Potluck
6:15 PM Shabbat Service
Following services: Next Dor
Potluck Dinner at the Beach

For Transportation to our events,
please contact our KINCaring
Volunteer Bert Kleinman
at 310.295.9963.
CAL E NDAR

JUNE
3 Wed. 1:30-3:30 PM
		
Bridge (Chapel)
17 Wed. 11:30 AM-1:00 PM
End of year lunch

JNET Chapter Meetings

Wednesdays, June 17, July 15, and August 19
6:30 PM Networking | 7:00 PM Meeting
Network, grab a bite, and learn more about making business connections within the ever-growing community of
Jewish business people, professionals, trades people, and
corporate executives. RSVPs appreciated.
Your first two meetings are free! For more
information about JNET, visit www.jnetonline.org.
To RSVP, contact programs@ourKI.org or call
424.214.7459.

To participate or help plan events, please contact
Lainie Sugarman at lainie@cureourchildren.org or call
310.795.8954.

are you

21
35
TO

years
old?

At Club 20|30, we meet on the Westside
and explore questions and conversations
meaningful to the group over great snacks
and drinks. If you want to meet other local
Jews in their 20s and 30s while exploring
big questions with Rabbi Renner, let us
know!For more information about Club
20|30, contact Fontana Cohen at
fcohen@ourKI.org or call 424.214.7459.

RENEW

YOUR MEMBERSHIP

TODAY!
21

Secure your seats for the High Holy Days
by renewing your 2015-16 membership.
Please complete and return the packet you received
by mail or renew via the email links sent to you.
Renewal Deadline is June 26.
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club 20|30

CAN YOU BELIEVE
IT’S ALREADY TIME TO…

community

tributes/contributions

Tribute cards are a wonderful way to remember your friends
and relatives on important occasions: birthdays, anniversaries,
recoveries from illness, as well as condolences. A tribute card
will be sent in your name and an acknowledgment published in
the KI Quarterly. The synagogue extends its sincere appreciation
for the following donations:

CANTOR’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
In Appreciation of
• Her house blessing by Rande Cohen
• Cantor Chayim Frenkel’s blessings by Ann Freeman
• Delaney’s baby-naming by John Petrick
• Stella and Layla’s baby-naming by Michael and Nancy Sitrick

ALICE GREENWALD YOUTH NO’AR HADASH FUND
In Honor of Alice Greenwald
• Justin and Miriam Bookey
• Robert and Diana Friedman
• Bert and Carol Kleinman
• Dina London
• Jeff and Therese Lotman
• Jeffrey Goldsmith and Michelle Morrow
• Richard and Tammy Mozenter
• David and Heather Nevell
• Jon and Susan Safier
• Jeff and Lisa Simon
• Mihal Skaggs
• Randall and Lisa Davidson and Carol Solomon
• Zach and Nadine Zysman

In Honor of
• Cantor Chayim Frenkel by Lloyd and Lauren Braun
• Aaron Simon’s Bar Mitzvah by Martin and Barbara Druss
• Mollie’s Bat Mitzvah by the David Entin Family Trust
• The birth of Jonah Vogel and Nathan Sander by Barry
and Rhonda Friedman
• Rileigh Goldsmith’s Bat Mitzvah by Jeffrey Goldsmith
and Michelle Morrow
• Ava’s Bat Mitzvah by Michael and Sheri Green
• Willa’s Bat Mitzvah by Stephen and Randi Grifka
• Zach Hausner’s Bar Mitzvah by Bryan and Stacie Hausner
• Benjamin and Julia Kramer’s baby-naming and Benjamin’s Bris
by David Kramer and Nicole Weinberg
• Ian Lamm’s Bar Mitzvah by Brett Lamm and Stephanie Blackman
• Grace’s Bat Mitzvah by Mark and Angela Milstein
• Molli Frenkel’s Bat Mitzvah by Sharon and Phillip Sacks
• Leo’s Bris by Jesse Shapiro and Danielle Samulon
• Julia Siegal’s Bat Mitzvah by Jon and Hillary Siegal
• Aaron’s Bar Mitzvah by Jeff and Lisa Simon
• Maximo’s Bar Mitzvah by Robert and Melanie Speiser

ANNUAL GIVING CAMPAIGN
• Corrine Kohlmeyer-Hyman

In Honor of
• Leah’s Bat Mitzvah by Marvin and Marilyn Alkin
In Memory of
• Bernard Appelbaum by Rebeca Appelbaum
• Muriel Bernberg by John and Rosalind Arenson
• Julius Ionas Adler by Andrei and Vicki Doran
• Melvin Heller by Nancy Filkow and family
• Spencer Greenwood by Laura Goodfriend
• Lillian Wansker and Geraldine Gutterson by Jill Grey
• Marlene Kerley Coughenour by Michael Schwartz
and Stephanie Kerley Schwartz
• Thomas Cohen by Marvin Klein and Susan Kanowith-Klein
• Ruth Annette Hoffman by Frank and Linda Lefkowitz
• Nathan Prager by Ken and Nancy Levin
• Manny Greenhill by Roberta Levitow
• Lila Garb by Phil and Shelley London
• Levi Heller by Leah Manning
• Melvin Heller by Stanley and Doris Miller
• Irving Ostrow by Michael and Francine Ostrow
• Alfred Friedheim by Dorian Parker
• Reuben and Claire Plaskoff by Matt and Karry Plaskoff
• Robby Ringer by Sandra Ringer
• Sally Dixon by Victoria Rosenfield
• Sam Daniels by Bernie and Terrie Schiffer
• Bonnie Jean Skolnik Anderson by Valerie Schneer
• Arthur Soll by Barbara Soll
AUERBACH FAMILY JEC FUND
In Memory of
• Sheldon Gary Green by Lyle and Melanie Green
BEAUTIFICATION FUND
In Memory of
• Marlene Kerley Coughenour by Michael Schwartz
and Stephanie Kerley Schwartz
• Yanina Ubick and Julius Truelson by Judith Ubick
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BERRIE LIBRARY FUND
In Memory of
• Annette Lefcourt by Ronald and Marka Midwin
• Isadore and Anna Weichman by Jack and Geraldine Weichman
BURTON J. MORRISON MUSIC FUND
In Memory of
• Henry Flamberg by Margot Morrison

In Memory of
• Jacob Abram by Steven and Deborah Abram
• Roz Levy by Bruce and Barbara Albert
• Solly Bernberg by John and Rosalind Arenson
• Hans Asher by Michael Asher
• Hans Stern by Michael Asher
• Hy Russo by Alan and Pamela Bergman
• Richard Homer by Jeffrey and Wendy Broudy
• Jeffrey Carlson by Nancy Carlson
• Pearl Chase by Rodney and Sandra Chase
• Shirley Rubaum by Rodney and Sandra Chase
• Irving Chase, Lois Stampa, and Allan Stampa by Rodney
and Sandra Chase
• Edward Yellin by Robert and Karen Cypers
• Doris Gordon by Jimmy and Lynne DeWitt
• David Druss by Martin and Barbara Druss
• Leo Eatman by Robert and Robin Eatman
• David Feuerlicht by Sammy Feuerlicht
• Harold “Tott” Frankel by Steven and Leanne Frankel
• Marian Freeman by Izzy and Marilyn Freeman
• Morris Freeman by Izzy and Marilyn Freeman
• Bobbette Diener by Izzy and Marilyn Freeman
• Joan Peters Caro by Barry and Rhonda Friedman
• Roland Willett by Denise Friedman
• Abraham Gaskin by Dennis and Helen Gaskin
• Jerry Natan by Dennis and Helen Gaskin
• Rose Natan by Dennis and Helen Gaskin
• Bert Zeldin by Estelle Grundstein
• Richard Homer by Diana Homer
• Sidney Kanner by David Zuckerman and Ellie Kanner-Zuckerman
• Sidney Kanner by Ellie Kanner
• Seymour Kogan by Michael and Pamela Kogan
• Philip Layne by Jonathan Layne
• Mary Rubin Lasky by Pam Macofsky
• Melvin Heller by Leah Manning
• Irving Markman by David and Dianne Markman
• Sandra Messing by Brett and Marla Messing
• Murray Lefcourt by Ronald and Marka Midwin
• Jeanne Fond by Richard and Victoria Miller
• Shirley Rubaum by John and Barbara Mindle
• Alexander Katzin by Gloria Murray
• Morris Pearl by Gloria Murray
• Shirley Rubaum by Jeff and Audra Nathanson
• Max Berger by Michael and Francine Ostrow
• Herman Podzeba by Michael and Francine Ostrow
• Edith Rachelefsky by Gary and Gail Rachelefsky

• Ken Rosenblum by Barbara Rosenblum
• Edith Snyder by Roger and Marlene Schaffner
• Stanley Howard by Merrill Shindler and Merri Howard-Shindler
• Marlene Kerley Coughenour by Michael Schwartz
and Stephanie Kerley Schwartz
• Wilbur Schwartz by Steven and Rebecca Schwartz
• Beatrice Sedway by Renee Sedway
• Farokh Shafai by Jamshid and Lili Shafai
• Patti-Gene Sampson by Adam and Debra Silbar
• Shirley Rubaum by Robert and Ilene Simon
• Sari Singer by Martin and Deena Singer
• Myra Duberstein by Joy Steinfeld
• Richard B Godessoff by Eric and Anna Suddleson
• Marian Swartz by Stan and Elaine Swartz
• Jeff Carlson by Brian and Jill Weintraub
• Betty Wilson by Tim and Lori Wilson
• Lester Wishingrad by Marc Wishingrad and Deborah Lehman
• Helen Ziman by Curtis Ziman
CONGREGATIONAL COMMITMENT ASSISTANCE FUND
In Honor of
• Bobbie Farberow, Fran Leb and Arnie Wishnick by Harry
and Ellen Sondheim
DONALD GOLDBERG MEMORIAL
CHILDREN’S BOOK FUND
In Memory of
• David Goldberg by Diane and Danny Goldberg and family
• Ann Elizabeth Goldberg by Diane Goldberg and family
EARLY CHILDHOOD CENTER FUND
In Honor of
• Daniel Gottesman by Florence Elfant

In Memory of
• Lillian and William Firestone by Ben and Barbara Kohn
• David Haller by Francis and Rita Ysaguirre
ISRAEL TRAVEL AND STUDY FUND
In Memory of
• Richard Homer by Jonathan McHugh and
Karen Rappaport McHugh
JEWISH LEARNING INITIATIVE FUND
In Memory of
• Sue Horwitz by Norm Beegun and Harriet Leva
• Ernst Leva by Norm Beegun and Harriet Leva
KEHILLAH BUILDERS FUND
In Honor of
• The Kehillah Builders Luncheon by Bobbie Farberow
• Bobbie Farberow by Sidney and Helen Katz
KEHILLAT ISRAEL GENERAL FUND
In Honor of
• Rabbi Amy Bernstein’s birthday by Ken and Karen Scopp

In Memory of
• Doris Gordon by Brian and Jill Weintraub
KINCARING FUND
In Memory of
• Jack Kanowith by Marvin Klein and Susan Kanowith-Klein
KIVA
In Memory of
• Sally Dixon by Victoria Rosenfield
NEWMAN HOMELESS FUND
In Honor of
• Roberta Spear’s 95th birthday by Leila Newman
• Leila Newman’s 95th birthday by Andrew and Apple Rice
RABBI BERNSTEIN’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
• Bart Lynn and Beverley Auerbach

In Memory of
• Ruth Arenson by John Arenson
• Doris Gordon by Lynne DeWitt
• Louis Cohen by Martin and Barbara Druss
• Jack Edelstein by Mark Edelstein
• Brett A. Feig by Marsha and Joseph Feig
• Robert Fremont by Lora Fremont
• Joan Peters Caro by Barry and Rhonda Friedman
• Simon D. Wolstan by Michelle Girard
• Milton Barth by Lynn and Robert Goren
• Mel Guthman by Laura Guthman
• Lily Rosman by the Rosman and Himelstein families
• Richard Homer by Diana Homer
• Milt Dorin by Leon and Arlene Karo
• Seymour Kogan by Michael Kogan
• Duncan Korbonski and Lily MacLeod by Betsy Korbonski
• Mina Rudelson by Enid and Daniel Lambert
• Philip Layne by Jonathan Layne
• Sandra Messing by Brett and Marla Messing
• Rose Orman and Jack Morton Orman by David Orman
• Frances Weinstein by Miriam Pulitzer
• Ken Rosenblum by Barbara Rosenblum
• Louie Garelik by Reuben and Blanche Rosloff
• Fannie Rosloff by Reuben and Blanche Rosloff
• Marlene Kerley Coughenour by Stephanie Kerley Schwartz
• Wilbur Schwartz by Steven and Rebecca Schwartz
• Emma Chapman and Leon Spinak by Ronda Spinak
• Esther Cohen-Hakak and Saul D. Wexler by Paul and Millie Wexler

RABBI REUBEN’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
In Honor of
• The naming of Stella and Layla Field by Michael and Nancy Sitrick

In Memory of
• Lillian Friedman by Denise Friedman
• Kadish Friedman by Denise Friedman
• Marlene Kerley Coughenour by Michael Schwartz and
Stephanie Kerley Schwartz
• Stanley Howard by Merrill Shindler and Merri Howard-Shindler
SAGES FUND
In Memory of
• Harry Kuper by Laura Kuper
• David Manning by Leah Manning
SHULI WITIES TORAH BEAUTIFICATION FUND
In Memory of
• James Donald by Arnold and Joan Kalan
• Emma Cohen, Naomi Cohen, Freda Kalan by Arnold and
Joan Kalan
• Joan Butler by Arnold and Joan Kalan
• Chaplain Rabbi Roland Gittelsohn, USMC by Arnold and
Joan Kalan
TIKKUN OLAM FUND
In Honor of
• Bea Pollack’s milestone birthday by Kathy, Allen and
Rachel Horwitz
• Tikkun Olam Fund for Mitzvah Day by Bruce and Rachel Jeffer
• Tikkun Olam - Art Project by Judith Karon
• Courtney Harrow by Leah Manning
ZIERING TZEDAKAH TEEN FUND
In Honor of
• KITT Phone-a-Thon by Erica Bloom by Peter and
Miriam Braveman
• KITT Phone-a-thon by Jeffrey and Wendy Broudy
• KITT Mishpaha Olam by Trevor Nevell by Samantha Bryant
• KITT by Rodney and Sandra Chase
• KITT Mishpaha Olam by Trevor Nevell by Tama Deitch
• KITT Mishpaha Olam by Zachary Handler by Robert and
Nancy Handler
• KITT Mishpaha Olam by Jonah Jacobson by Larry and
Pam Jacobson
• KITT Mishpaha Olam by Jonah Jacobson by Sandra Jacobson
• KITT Mishpaha Olam by Trevor Nevell by Bo Kwon and Jon Gratch
• KITT Ligat Tzedek by Allen and Deanne Neiman
• KITT Mishpaha Olam by Trevor Nevell by Grace Nevell
• KITT Mishpaha Olam by Jonah Jacobson by Sheldon and
Gloria Welles

RABBI RENNER'S DISCRETIONARY FUND
In Honor of
• Willa Grifka’s Bat Mitzvah by Stephen and Randi Grifka
• Julia Siegal’s Bat Mitzvah by Jon and Hillary Siegal

In Memory of
• Lily Rosman by the Rosman and Himelstein families
• Duncan Korbonski and Lily MacLeod by Betsy Korbonski

Andrea Brady
Kim Finklestein
Melody and Aaron Godfred
Robyn and Marc Sidoti

mazal tov
• To Jennifer and Daniel Posner, on the birth of their son,
Matteo David Posner
• To Marnie and Eric Chaikin, on the birth of their daughter,
Sasha Beatrice Chaikin
• To Margie Frank Altfest and Robert Altfest, on the birth of their
twin grandsons, Charles Benjamin Maimin and
William James Maimin

nahamu

words of comfort

• To Sue Frank, on the death of her dear friend, Alan Burgstein
• To Lynne DeWitt, on the death of her mother, Doris Gordon
• To Leah Manning, on the death of her brother, Melvin Heller
• To Richard Ziman, on the death of his uncles, Ronald
“Ronnie” Chod and Jerry Chod
• To Lauri Ringer, on the death of her step-grandfather,
Raymond Eugene Marshall
• To Patrick Norris, on the death of his mother, Patricia Ann Norris
• To Ben Laski, on the death of his father, Hertzel Laski
• To Lauren Turner, on the death of her cousin, Leonard Nimoy
• To Lynne Himelstein, on the death of her mother, Lily Rosman
• To Audra Nathanson, on the death of her grandmother,
Shirley Rubaum
• To Vicky Fond Miller, on the death of her mother, Jeanne Fond
• To David Goodman, on the death of his mother,
Brunhilde Goodman
• To Carrie Scott, on the death of her aunt, Roslyn Levy
• To Beverley Auerbach, on the death of her brother, Bob Auerbach

kvell
• Congratulations to congregant Carol Kleinman for being featured
in West Side People Magazine regarding her photography
of window reflections on canvas on display at TAG Gallery at
Bergamot Station.
• Congratulations to congregant Daniel Gottesman, who earned
the title of Mr. Palisades 2015!
• Congratulations to congregant Laura Diamond on the publishing
of her new book Shelter Us.
• Congratulations to congregant Karen Rappaport McHugh
on her article about Passover on the Time.
• Congratulations to Maude Tipton on being selected by Mayor
Garcetti to lead his beautiful people campaign.

ki scrip program

let us know!

Thank you to the following people who supported the Scrip
Program in February, March and April.

let the ki community
share in your life-cycle events.
If you would like to announce a
birth or death in the KI Quarterly,
please contact Devorah Servi at
424.214.7463. Or if you would like
to congratulate someone for an event
or accomplishment in Kvell Corner,
please send to mgrosz@ourKI.org.

new members

Help the KI Scrip Program
by registering your Ralphs card
to support KI. If you need help
online, please contact
Devorah Servi at dservi@ourKI.org
or call 424.214.7463.

From Gelsons Profit $160
Florence and Mickey Bienenfeld
Linda and Tony Rubin
Cynthia Chapman and Neil Selman
Nancy and Michael Sitrick
Fran and Harold Yeoman
From Ralphs Profit $85.63
Due to the Ralphs privacy policy no names are provided
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In Honor of
• Leonard Kram’s 70th birthday by Jane and Richard Abrams
• Rabbi Bernstein’s 50th birthday by John and Rosalind Arenson
• Gigi Beer’s baby-naming by Dara and Brendan Beer
• Aaron Simon’s Bar Mitzvah by Martin and Barbara Druss
• Ellen Sondheim’s 90th birthday by Edward and Rita Effros
• The births of Nathan Sander Friedman and Jonah Vogel by
Barry and Rhonda Friedman
• Rileigh Goldsmith’s Bat Mitzvah by Jeffrey Goldsmith and
Michelle Morrow
• Rabbi Amy’s 50th birthday by Carolyn and Don Haselkorn
• Zach Hausner’s Bar Mitzvah by Bryan and Stacie Hausner
• Rabbi Amy Bernstein by Judith Karon
• Benjamin and Julia Kramer’s baby-naming and Benjamin’s Bris
by David Kramer and Nicole Weinberg
• Rabbi Bernstein’s 50th birthday by Sy and Lany Lippman
• Leo Shapiro’s Bris by Jesse Shapiro and Danielle Samulon
• Aaron Simon’s Bar Mitzvah by Jeff and Lisa Simon
• Rabbi Amy’s 50th birthday by Patti and Richard Sinaiko
• Layla and Stella Field’s baby-naming by Michael and Nancy Sitrick
• Maximo Speiser’s Bar Mitzvah by Robert and Melanie Speiser
• Rabbi Amy’s 50th birthday by Arnie Wishnick and Jackie Maduff

16019 W. Sunset Blvd., Pacific Palisades, CA 90272

K E H I L L AT I S R A E L ,
a Reconstructionist congregation,
is an inclusive spiritual community,

Return Service Requested

providing a warm, nurturing
environment where we pray, learn,
educate, and perpetuate Torah and
Jewish values, while serving the
greater community.
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